
With more than 150 years of tradition, Mackenzie Presbyterian University (MPU) is one of the most
respected higher education institutions in Brazil. Our campuses located in São Paulo, Campinas and
Alphaville offer all the necessary structure required for the students to enjoy an excellent educational
process, fostering professional skills, research methodology and citizenship.

It's time to start the plans
for the second semester in
South America! Our
deadline is May 20th to
receive applications for the
second semester (classes
from August to December).
More information here.

 Exchange Students at MPU

Dear Partners,
Greetings from São Paulo!  We bring to you some
quarterly updates from our university:
appl icat ion deadl ines for undergraduate students
and some great jobs that our teachers are doing
with partners around the world.   Also,  we value
your partnership and wish you a wonderful  day!

 Get to know us

 Go to website

 N E W S L E T T E R

What is new at MPU

 International Affairs (COI)

International Components 

In 2023 we are offering the opportunity to take International
Components in English at Mackenzie Presbyterian University during
your exchange. Subjects offered during the 1st Semester of 2023*:
Urban Space, PP - Social Impact Design, Artificial Intelligence, Private
International Law and Human Rights. Also including Undergraduate
Integrative Projects, such as: The Roots of Brazilian Food and
Gastronomy, Intelligent Cities, Parametric Tools in Architectural
Conceptual Design, etc, and  20+ Graduate subjects. International
Students from partner institutions can take some components in the
online modality free of charge. 
Application Deadline: July, 30th
*Subjects may change, for more information regarding click here.

Application Deadline -
Second Semester 2023

Mackenzie Language Center
(MLC) offers Portuguese
language courses for all
exchange students prior to
their arrival (Online) and
during their stay (Face-to-
face), free of charge.

Language Support
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Mackenzie Presbyterian University (MPU) held the
EducationUSA LLM Fair, on October 26th, 2022, in which
more than 35 USA higher education institutions promoted
their graduate programs for the students at Mackenzie’s Law
School (FDir), sharing information about partnerships,
agreements, exchange programs and more. 

More information here.

Carlos Marcelo Campos Teixeira, professor from the Design program
from Mackenzie’s Architecture and Urbanism School, received the
Design for a Better World Award 2022, that recognizes projects that
positively impact society to strive for a better world, for his project
named “Cazoolo” which had the involvement of two Mackenzie Students. 
The project was developed by the professor’s office, Marcelo Teixeira
Studion, in collaboration with CBA+B+G, becoming the first Packing
Development Center for Circular Economy of Brazil, in a collaborative
process with Braskem. The project aims to accelerate packing
development and help companies to reach their Packing goals in the
following years.  

More information here.

Research and Awards

International Workshop discusses data sharing and climate
changes

Mackenzie Presbyterian University (MPU) held the Data Sharing
and Climate Action workshop in Brazil, in collaboration with the
Max Planck Institutes and the Competition Law Study Group of
the Political and Economic Law Graduate Program from Law
School (FDir) during the 15th and 16th of December, with a
series of presentations that aimed to discuss the relation
between data sharing and actions to fight climate change. The
conferences took place at the MackGraphe auditorium, in the
Higienópolis Campus.

More information here.

Mackenzie hosts the first face-to-face EducationUSA Fair

Mackenzie’s Professor is the winner of the Design for a Better World Award 2022 
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